> F U L L-T I M E M B A

Academic excellence.
Business experience.
Prepare for the future
with the MBA that gives
you both.

As the business world undergoes more and more complex
changes, you need the expertise and insight to keep up—
and keep ahead. You’ll gain that knowledge with an MBA
program that offers both academic rigor and valuable
experience. The Full-Time MBA from Northeastern
University’s D’Amore-McKim School of Business gives you
the best of both worlds, delivering the proficiency you need
to accelerate your career.
The first powerful component of our program is the outstanding
classroom experience. MBA coursework is taught by leading
professors in their fields, bringing years of expertise and decisionmaking directly to the academic setting. The knowledge you gain
gives you the skills that are in demand, helping you understand the
intricacies of business, and more specifically, your field of interest.
The second dynamic component is your 6-month Corporate Residency.
Far removed from the typical internship, this will take your work
experience to a whole new level. As a valued member of the team at
a leading business, you’ll be fully integrated in your company, working
side-by-side with staff members to deliver on organizational goals.
As you contribute to projects that are business critical, you not only
gain experience, but also gain the confidence you need to flourish in
today’s marketplace.

“The skills I developed at D’Amore-McKim while
pursuing my MBA were crucial to my ability to
find success at work. The MBA program is rigorous
and pushes you to become proficient in a number of
different disciplines all at once. I gained the experience
and confidence to know that I am fully capable of
handling the pressure to perform at a high level at a
variety of tasks simultaneously.”

What’s more, with our MBA program, you’ll have the added advantage
of strengthening your all-important network. Whether you’re in the
classroom, working in a company through your Corporate Residency,
or taking part in a 10-day International Field Study travel experience,
you’ll form relationships with students, employers, and world-class faculty
who have rich backgrounds in a variety of companies and industries.
Without a doubt, this network will serve you well on your career path.
When you’re looking for the next step in your career—and your
life—the Full-Time MBA program at the D’Amore-McKim School of
Business offers a true advantage. With a unique fusion of academic
and real-world experience, it gives you the skills and know-how to
expand your potential in so many valuable ways.

Matt Butler
D’Amore-McKim MBA 2016 (Anticipated)
Corporate Resident, Dana Farber Cancer Institute,
Epic EMR Organizational Readiness Team

Let us help you to get started.
To apply or learn more, visit:

northeastern.edu/getmyftmba

